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Toss-Ups 

l.''-.Ih--a---p-'~st book this Rolling Stone writer chronicled his use of Xtacy. He 
is the authOr"of.Jhe recent book "Give War a Chance." Name-FOR TEN 
POINTS-this RePitbllcan Party R€!ptile. 
ANSWER: PJ. O"ROURKE 

2. In the military, it, means a due date or deadline. In everyday usage 
it is a mental uncerfa'in-!.y while awaiting an outcome or decision. FTP, what 
is this eight letter word?~ / 
ANSWER: SUSPENSE "\ 

3. "English Bards and Scotch Reviewers", "The Corsair", "Manfred", The 
Siege of Corinth", and "The Vision of Judgement" are some of the lesser 
known poems by this author, FTP, name this author who also wrote "Lara", 
"The Deformed Transformed~n'" and "Childe Harold's Pilgrimmage". 
A:Lord BYRON (also accept George GORDON) 

4. This Washington S~ate University graduate was quoted as saying, "You 
should always leave the~arty 10 minutes before you actually do." Many 
people will be sad he's refui'ug because for ten years he has had the #1 
cartoon strip in the United St.ates. FTP, name this creator of The Far Side. 
A:Gary LARSON 

5. Classically, any particle incident on a barrier with an energy less than 
that of a barrier will be reflected off the barrier. In Quantum 
Mechanics, the case is not that clear. There is a small, but finite 
probability that the particle will pass through the barrier and continue 
on its way. FTP, name this purely quamtum effect. 
A: Quantum TUNNELING 

6. His vision of a Greece united to invade Persia influenced Alexander the Great. He 
founded a celebrated school of rhetoric which fought Plato's Academy for Athenian 
students and, as it turns out, the intellectual future of the Western world. FTP, name 
this orator. 
ANSWER: ISOCRATES 



7. During the 1994 World Cup in soccer, this player placed his name in 
the record books. Even though his team did not advance, He set the 
record for the most goals in a World Cup soccer game. His five goals beat 
Cameroon, but that was his team's only win. FTP, who is this Russian 
striker? 
A: Oleg SALENKO (pronounced: soy-EN-ko) <.0' 

8. This prominent Reagan Administration figure was opposed to The Persian 
Gulf War and was considered a key source for Bob Woodward's "The Commanders." 
FOR TEN POINTS-Name this Admiral whose successor is coveted by The 
Republican Party as a possible Presidential candidate. 
ANSWER: Admiral William J. CROWLEY Jr. 

9. After assembling a fleet of nine ships he defeated six British warships on September 
10, 1813 off Put-in-Bay Ohio in the battle of Lake Erie. FTP, identify this hero of the 
War of 1812 who announced his victory in the immortal message "We have met the 
enemy and they are ours." 
ANSWER: OLIVER HAZARD PERRY (need Oliver or Hazard .. . both aren't required) 

10. On February 6, 1971, he hit the ultimate sandshot with a six iron he 
rigged together. Weight and size constraints forced him to only take the 
head of the club, and use whatever he could find for the shaft. He had help 
because the ball only felt a sixth of the earth's gravity. He never said 
how far the ball went, but FTP, name this first lunar golfer. 
A: Alan SHEPARD 

11. Hollywood's version of Forrest Gump contained many reVISIOns which turned it 
into the feel good hit of the summer. However, the 1986 book presents a 
much more politically incorrect version of our hero. FOR TEN POINTS-Name 
the author of the book. 
ANSWER: Winston GROOM 

12. This reaction is produced by igniting aluminium powder and a metal 
oxide. It is used in welding and incendiary bombs. The name comes fro'm 
the fact that the metal involved is produced in the liquid state. FTP, 
name this reaction that produces vast amounts of thermal energy 
A: THERMITE reaction 

13. This historic city is located at the junction of the Lys and ScheIdt rivers. The 
former capital of Flanders, it was the textile center of medieval Europe and a center of 
Flemish art. FTP, name this city in Belgium where a famous treaty formally ended the 
War of 1812. 
ANSWER: GHENT 



14. Born in 1834, his monumental works include the "Lion at Belfort" in Belfort, 
France. FTP, identify this French sculptor, the creator of the Statue of Liberty. 
ANSWER: Frederic Auguste BARTHOLDI [!) 

15. Cooperstown, New York features Major League Baseball's Hall of Fame. The 
town was named for the judge who helped settle it. However, it was the judge's 
son who went on to become more famous as an American Writer. FOR 
TEN POINTS-Name this creator of Hawkeye and Natty Bumpo. 
ANSWER: JAMES Fenimore COOPER 

\ 6 
16. Athenian support of the revolt of Greek states within an empire led that empire to 
mount offenses in Greece. They were defeated at sea near Salamis and on land at the 

~~Battles of Plataea and Marathon. FTP, name these wars which by 449 BCE had secured 
~ Europe from further invasion by what is now Iraq. 

')s r>- ANSWER: PERSIAN WARS 

17. His deep understanding of the complex psychology of human character and the 
problems of sin and suffering has led many to point to him as an early existentialist. 
However, if an 1849 execution order for being a socialist had not been commuted to 
four years' hard labor in Siberia, he never would have founded "The Writer's Diary" or 
written "The Devils." FTP, identify this Russian novelist who also wrote The Idiot, The 
Brothers Karamazov, and Crime and Punishment. 
ANSWER: Fyodor Mikhailovich DOSTOYEVSKY ~ 

18. They favored tariffs to secure a favorable international trade balance and maintain 
reserves of precious metals. Their protectionism was succeeded by the free trade 
arguments of the French physiocrats. FTP, identify this prevailing econmic theory of 
16th to 19th century Europe. 
ANSWER: MERCANTILISM (also accept MERCANTILISTS) 

- \0 
19. The first professor of anthropology at Columbia University, he wrote more than 30 
books including The Mind of Primitive Man and Anthropology and Modern Life. FTP, 
identify this German-born U.S . anthropologist who played a leading part in 
establishing the cultural-relativist school of anthropology in the English-speaking 
world. 
ANSWER: Franz BOAS 0 
20. Karma, Kudzu, Grizzly Bears, Giant Spider, Royal Assassin,Vesuvian Doppelganger, 
and Wall of Ice. These are just a few of the cards you might see if you were watching 
two people play this game from the Wizards of the Coast. FTP Name this Dungeons 
and Dragons like combat game. 
A: MAGIC the Gathering 



21. Venezuela was considered one of Latin America's strongest Democracies 
until a recent failed coup attempt. The unrest was attributed to the 
country's failing oil business centered - FOR TEN POINTS - in what city? 
ANSWER: MARICAIBO 

td 
22. He was named the 1994 American League Comeback player of the year despite the 
fact that the season never really ended. It's not the most prestigious award he's won, 
but anything would be better than last year. FTP, identify this Texas Ranger who 
ruined his elbow after begging for the chance to pitch in 1993 and was humiliated 
when a ball bounced off his head for a home run. 
ANSWER: Jose CANSECO 

\0 
23. Willy Stark is one of his most memorable characters. He was one of the poets 
associated with the Fugitive movement and most of his work has a Southern setting. 
FTP, name this man who one three Pulitzer prizes including one for All the King's Men. 
ANSWER: Robert Penn WARREN 

'cJ 
24. Born in 1858, he advocated the synthesis of empirical research and abstract theory 
in the social sciences and developed the concepts "division of labor" and "collective 
consciousness." FTP, identify this pioneering French sociologist. 
ANSWER: Emile DURKHEIM 
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BONUSES: 

1. (20) Active III both mOVIes and radio, this paIr IS considered by some to be the 



quintessential Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson paIr. Name - for ten points each -
this pair active in the 1930s and 1940s. 
ANSWER: Basil RATHBONE and Nigel BRUCE 

2. (30) OK, here's a 30-20-10 bonus with three different answers. It ends as soon as 
you get one right: 

While some may think that Minnesota can lay claim to the nation's largest 
American Indian casino, it actually is located in Connecticut. 

1. FOR 30 POINTS-Name the tribe that owns this casino. 
ANSWER: Mashantucket Pequot Tribe ~) 

2. FOR 20 POINTS-Name the largest lilillan casino between Las Vegas and 
Atlantic City. 
ANSWER: Mystic Lake Casino ;;;La) 

3. FOR 10 POINTS-Name the recipient of $10 million from this tribe in 
order to build an American Indian museum. 
ANSWER: Smithsonian Museum 

3. (30) Everything is bigger is Texas, but they wouldn't let us make this a 40 point 
bonus. 
For ten points each answer the following questions about the Lone Star state. 

1. He is considered one of the leading Hispanic politicians in the 
country. At present, this former San Antonio mayor serves In the Clinton 
Administration. FOR TEN POINTS-Name him. 
ANSWER: Henry Cisneros iO 

2. The Dallas Cowboys are the winners of the last two- Super Bowls. 
However, they don't play in the city itself-FOR TEN POINTS-name this city 
that contains the Cowboy's home field. I ;;. 
ANSWER: Irving v 

3. The United States landed on the moon in 1969, within a decade as 
President Kennedy had promised. FOR TEN POINTS-Name the Texas University 
at which he proclaimed this goal for the US Space Program. 
ANSWER: Rice University 0:> 

4. (25) This bonus tests your knowledge of Iceland and its association with The 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

1. As a member of NATO, Iceland is located inbetween a strategic gap 
considered very important during the Cold War. For 5 points each-Name the 
other two members of this so called 'GIUK' gap. 
ANSWER: Greenland, United Kingdom (or equivalents) 

2. Because of its prescence in this strategic gap, Iceland is home to an 



· 10- ~5 ~ 
important NATO base. FOR FIFTEEN POINTS~ame the site of this base. 
ANSWER: Keflavik 

5. (25) It's hard to believe that he has time to watch any videos, but it may 
be because MTV shows the same ones over and over. We always see him in a cab 
commenting on his interpretation of the videos he sees. For 25 points, name this 
new promoter of MTV who's insight into Madonna videos is rivaled only by the 
opening scene of Reservoir Dogs .. 
ANSWER: Jimmy McBRIDE 

6. (30) The Lord of The Flies is a tale of pre-teen leadership run amok. This 
bonus will concern issues surrounding that book. 

1. FOR TEN POINTS-Name this Nobel Lauereate and author of the book. 
ANSWER: William GOLDING 

2. Some questioned the selection of Golding as . the winner of the prize. 
FOR TEN POINTS-Name the Brighton Rock author who some felt deserved the 
award more. 
ANSWER: Graham GREENE 

3. Several movies have chronicled this tale of anarchy. FOR TEN 
POINTS-Name the teen star who appeared in Young Guns II along with a recent 
film adaptation of Lord of The Flies. 
ANSWER: Balthasar GETTY 'kj 
7. (25) Most modern day physics discoveries are being made by university 
professors. This bonus will test your knowledge of physics and universities. 

1. Stephen Hawking is the most famou.s physicist of our time. However, 
much of his work has been with another Cambridge colleague. FOR . FIFTEEN 
POINTS-Name him. 
ANSWER: Roger PENROSE 

2. The University of Chicago maintains a particle accelorator outside of 
Chicago. FOR TEN POINTS-Name the physicist this lab is named for. 
ANSWER: Enrico FERMI 

r.o 

8. (20) The Fox Network stunned observers when it grabbed NFC Football games away 
from the CBS Network. Answer the following questions about this upstart 
network. 

1. FOR TEN POINTS-Name the Australian tabloid king who owns the Fox Network. 
ANSWER: Ruppert MURDOCH 

2. The Simpsons have a weekly show that is one of Fox's top performers. 
FOR TEN more POINTS-Name the now defunct variety show that launched Bart 



and friends. 
ANSWER: The TRACY ULLMAN Show 

9. (20) We got movie time! But I don't think this one's gOIng to hurt... 
1. Quiz Show is considered a front runner in this year's "race for the 

oscars." Best Director is one oscar it appears to have in its scope. FOR 
TEN POINTS-Name Robert Redford's previous Oscar-worthy behind the 
scenes effort. 
ANSWER: ORDINARY PEOPLE 1 G 

2. Some have scoffed that Sally Field played Tom Hanks' mother in FORREST 
GUMP when-FOR TEN POINTS-she portrayed his girlfriend In this 1980s film. 
ANSWER: PUNCHLINE 

10. (30) For ten points apiece, identify the following WInners of the 
nobel prize in 1994: 

A. Name the man who shared the prize in Economics. Many describe his 
thesis written at Princeton in 1960 as the rock upon which the 
mathematics of game theory is based. 
A:John NASH 

B. Name either recipient of the prize in medicine. Working 
independently, they discovered that cells employ a molecular switchboard 
to sort hormonal and chemical messages. 
A: Alfred GILLMAN or Martin RODBELL (accept either answer) 

C. Finally, name the winner in chemistry who in .1960 discovered how to 
slow down hydrocarbons by supercooling them. His work led to the 
development of higher octane gasoline. 
A: George OLAH 

11. (30) In October 1994, the longest unbeaten streaks in NCAA division I sports 
history ended. Answer each question for the stated number of points: 

A. (5) In which women's sport did this streak end. 
A:SOCCER ~ 

B. (15) For five points name the team who held the streak and for ten points 
name the team who ended it. S-
A: NORTH CAROLINA (held it) and DUKE (ended it) (acc TAR HEELS and BLUE 
DEVILS) (Part C on next page) 

C. (10) Within five games, how many games had North Carolina gone without 
losing? 
A: 109 (accept 104-114) 

12. (30) 30-20-10 Name the author from the work. HOWEVER, each clue will have a 
different author. 
A. My Son the Murderer A: Bernard MALAMUD 



B. Peter Rugg: The Missing Man 
C. Bartleby the Scriviner 

13. (20) Identify the artists from the 
A. The Rape of Europa 
B. Apollo and Daphne ,../" 
C. Venus and Adonis 
D. The Birth of Venus (' 

A: William AUSTIN 
A: Hermann MELVILLE 

following works: . r.nb..1J.." of'\-'-r')) 
A: TITIAN (D{VU~C-I l>-r fL -- Q 

A: BERNINI 
A: TITIAN 

A: BOTTICELLI 

14. (25) It is time for everyones favorite game ... mythology mathematics. 
For the stated number of points calculate the answer: 

A. (10) Take the number of muses, multiply by the number of fates. Then 
take that answer and subtract the number of sisters of Medusa. 
A: 25 (9*3=27-2=25) 

B. (15) Take the number of labors performed by Hercules, add that to the 
number of children born to Cronus and Rhea. Then take that number and 
multiply by the number of Niobe's children killed by Apollo and Artemis. 
A: 252 (12+6=18*14=252) 

15. (25) For five points each, name the country where each of the 
following military operations were exercised: 
A . . Operation Desert Storm A:IRAQ V / 
B. Operation Just Cause A:PANAMA V / 
C. Operaton Restore Hope A:SOMALIA V 
D. Operation Urgent Fury A:gRENAB-A~ 
E. Operation Vittles ________ A-:El\ST GERMANY 

16. (25) College Bo~ aSKs questions on current events. Well 
this time let's ask a current events question with a slight twist. I 
will name five states, you need to provide the name of the Governor who 
was in office BEFORE the recent elections. 
A. Nebraska Ben NELSON 
B. Iowa Terry BRANSTAD 
C. Tennessee Ned MCWHETER 
D. North Dakota Ed SCHAFFER 
E. New Mexico Bruce KING 
17. (30) This year's Indy Car circuit was dominated by the Roger Penske 
team from day one of the season. For ten points each, name the three 
drivers who comprise this team believed by many to be the next dynasty in 
auto racing. 
A: Emerson FITTIPALDI, Al UNSER JR (prompt if UNSER is answered), and 
Paul TRACY 



18. (30) For five points each, name the six countries that border Chad: 
A: SUDAN, LillY A, NIGER, CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC, CAMEROON, 
NIGERIA 

19. (30) Name the William Faulkner novel in which the following 
characters appear: 
A. (15) Anse, Cash, and Jewel Bundren A: AS I LAY DYING 
B. (15) Horace Benbow, Popeye Jones, Temple Drake A: SANCTUARY 

(also accept REQUIEM OF A NUN) 

20. (25) Identify the following rules and theorems from . calculus for ten 
points apiece: 

A. (10) For an indeterminate form of zero over zero or infinity over infinity, 
the limit as "x" approaches "a" of a function f(x) divided by a function 
g(x) is equal to the limit of the quotient of their derivatives. 
A: L'HOiPIT ALS RULE 

B. (15) It states that if "a" and "b" are continuous and differentiable on an 
open interval (a,b) then there exists some number "c" such that the first 
derivative of "c" is equal to zero. 
A: ROLLE'S THEOREM 

21. (25) Heh .. heh .. this bonus RULZ. Beavis and Butthead have entered American 
life. But, for 5 points apiece, let's see how much you know about the people in their 
life. 
A: Name their two teachers. 

Mr. BUZZCUT and Mr. V AN DREIS EN 
B: Name their young neighbor, whom they tried to kidnap once 

STEWART 
C: Name the Principal of Highland High 

Principal MCVICKERS 
D: Who is their older neighbor, who frequents burger world and looses golf 
balls to our friends. 

Mr. ANDERSON 

22. (30) Sorry... too tired to think of a good intro ... identify the poet from the poems. 
A: (5) Fire and Ice, Mending Wall . 

FROST 
B: (10) Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard 

Thomas GRAY 
C: (15) To an Athlete Dying Young 

A. E. HOUSEMAN 



23. (30) This Bonus question is about another question, or actually about the 
solvers of another question. Proposed by Johann Bernouli, the problem 
was to construct a path between two points such that a ball rolling on 
that path would arrive at the second point faster than any other path. 
The five people who solved this problem included Jakob and Johann Bernouli 

A: What is the name given tot he curve which is the answer? 
A: CYCLOID 

B: This solver was a civil servant who later became a Baron. He made . advances 
in mathematics, law, philosophy, geology and mechanics. Name him. 
A: LEmNIZ 

C: Which solver was born in Wolls Thorpe, Lincolnshire, and also made the first 
reflecting telescope. 
A: NEWTON 

24. (30) Virginia may be the presidential state, but Harvard seens to be 
the presidential college. Six presidents call Harvard their alma mater. 
I'll give you five points for each president you can name. 
A: John ADAMS, John Q ADAMS, THEODORE (TEDDY) ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN 
ROOSEVELT, Rutherford B HAYES, and John KENNEDY 




